Are There Specific Indications for Laparoscopic Appendectomy? A Review and Critical Appraisal of the Literature.
Laparoscopic appendectomy (LA) has proven to be a feasible alternative to open appendectomy (OA). However, as some of the purported advantages of LA (versus OA) are marginal, evidence is accumulating that appendectomy may not be necessary for uncomplicated appendicitis and there is concern about using laparoscopy for all patients with suspected acute appendicitis. In spite of widespread popularity and use, the literature reporting the indications is sparse and sometimes misleading (i.e., containing distorted deductions or conclusions, also called "spin"). This study aimed to determine subsets of patients for whom LA may present real advantages over OA and to analyze the validity of specific indications for LA (instead of OA). A systematic review and critical analysis of the literature were conducted. We analyzed 90 retrospective reviews, prospective studies, meta-analyses, and cohort and prospective randomized studies, presenting a total of approximately 390,000 patients, concerning potentially specific advantages of LA in the elderly, the obese, during pregnancy, and complicated appendicitis, including diffuse peritonitis and ectopic appendices. Overall, LA was associated with (1) lower overall complication rates (and notably less decompensated comorbidities), mortality, and costs, as well as shorter duration of hospital stay, in the elderly, (2) decreased morbidity (notably parietal) in the obese, and (3) potential (diagnostic) advantages in pregnancy (even though LA is associated with a higher rate of fetal loss than in OA). In complicated or ectopic appendicitis, LA is feasible and safe and, if performed without conversion, should lead to less short- and long-term parietal morbidity. However, published data are very heterogeneous, there are few sound controlled trials, and conclusions found in the literature are often based on misleading deductions or a very low level of evidence. LA is a safe and effective method to treat acute appendicitis in specific settings such as the elderly and the obese, as well as in ectopic appendices, with potentially specific parietal advantages in these subsets of patients. Further randomized studies and robust meta-analyses are necessary before recommending LA for complicated appendicitis and peritonitis, as well as in pregnancy.